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1.

Introduction

This release information describes the most important functionalities delivered by Allocare AMS
Release 19.9.
The delivery of the software releases is handled via support or project managers. For additional
information regarding functionality, please contact our support:
Phone: +41 62 748 65 55
Fax: +41 62 748 65 59
Mail: support@allocare.com
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2.

General

For Allocare AMS release 19.9, the focus has been to support our customers in meeting new requirements from the Financial Institution Act (FinIA) and the Financial Services Act (FinSA),
more commonly known as the FINIG and FIDLEG regulations in German-speaking regions. We
are introducing checklists that are meant to support clients in regulating information exchange,
both internally and externally. This new module may also be utilized for other business cases like
onboarding in general, or for complying with the Anti-Money Laundering (AML). The checklists
can be viewed as well as edited in Allocare WEB. This makes checklists the first editing capability
in Allocare WEB.
Another effort towards making information exchange processes efficient for clients is the investment proposal functionality. It supports in the process of defining a custom proposal for existing
or new clients with options to execute checks and generate reports. Eleven new report modules
have been developed as a part of this functionality.
The possibility to add notes (including documents) to investment proposals as well as to orders is
also an important new feature. Furthermore, balloon tips are now available for order editors showing information on the selected portfolio. These new features together with the existing order defaulting and pre-trade check functionality will support clients in the processes required by FINIG/FIDLEG.
Following are the most prominent developments:

Allocare AMS Portfolio
 Checklists: Checklists provide a formal mechanism within Allocare AMS Portfolio and Allocare WEB to track and fulfil any obligations concerning portfolios or legal entities specifically
concerning the FIDLEG and FINIG regulations.
 Investment Proposal (IP): The investment proposal functionality provides support in the process of composing comprehensive proposals and managing feedbacks.
 New Methods: New methods have been developed for explaining the gain/loss amounts.

Allocare WEB
 Checklists: Checklists defined in the Allocare AMS Portfolio application can also be managed
via Allocare WEB.

Allocare AMS Integration
 FXall (Refinitiv): For efficient FX Trading it is now possible to send orders directly to FXall
(Refinitiv).
 DTCC (Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation): To simplify the customer settlement
processing an interface between Allocare AMS and the DTCC-CTM Message Translation Interface (MTI) has been developed.
These and several other interesting new features and developments are described in the following
chapters.
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3.

Allocare AMS Portfolio

3.1

Checklists (Supporting FIDLEG)

A new checklists functionality has been introduced with release 19.9. Checklists will provide a
formal mechanism within Allocare AMS Portfolio and Allocare WEB to track and fulfil any obligations concerning portfolios or legal entities. The primary purpose of this enhancement is to support our customers in complying with FIDLEG / FINIG regulations, by defining the necessary legal
requirements as checks contained in a checklist.
Note:

3.1.1

Checklists are a separately licensed functionality.

Checklist Workflow

The procedure of utilizing this new functionality begins with the user creating a Checklist Template. A template contains any number of Checks. One check comprises of any number of Check
Items. A check item is either a constraint, or a classification or documentation requirement that
must be fulfilled. Eventually, the checklist template is linked to an object (i.e. a portfolio or a legal
entity), thus creating a Checklist specific to that object. All correspondingly defined checks / check
items must now be discretely fulfilled.
This section gives a short overview of the GUI enhancements supporting this functionality. Details
will be available in a separate document (upon request).

Checklist Templates
The checklist template is the foremost component in this development. It contains the Checks defined appropriate to a specific regulation or a business requirement.
The following figure shows the Check tab of the Checklist Template editor. Checks defined for a
sample checklist template (FIDLEG 2020) are displayed. The highlighted check ‘Client Segmentation’ contains four check items:

Figure 1: Check Tab
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Checks and Check Items
The options for adding checks or check items are available as a sub-menu from the

button:

Figure 2: Check - Add Constraint, Document or Classification to a Check

Constraints, documents and classifications are the check items that can be added to a check. Any
number and combination of these check items can be defined in a check. While the classification
and document items allow specifying the required data, a constraint runs any necessary verifications on a check. The constraint can also be defined as a part of the classification, offering further
options for applying different constraints for the different classification values specified. Another
significant option on checks is ‘Disallow Orders’. This prevents users from creating orders on the
linked portfolio until the check is confirmed.
A check is either in a ‘Published’ or an ‘Unpublished’ state. Only published checks will be visible
in the checklists where the checklist template is linked.
Checklist Template List and Search
The list shows the existing checklist templates upon executing a search via the Search dialog:

Figure 3: Search Checklist Template Dialog and the List
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Checklist
The checklist template is linked to an object (i.e. a portfolio or a legal entity), thus creating a
checklist specific to that object. The link is defined in the Checklist tab of the Portfolio or the Legal
Entity editor. The Add button in the tab opens the Add Checklist Template dialog to select the
template:

Figure 4: Add Checklist Template

The following figure shows the Checklist tab in the Portfolio editor:

Figure 5: Portfolio Editor - Checklist Tab

The context-menu in the tab provides the option to Change Checklist that opens the Checklist
dialog for managing the respective Checks:

Figure 6: Checklist Dialog
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The dialog lists all ‘published’ checks from the linked checklist template. In order to achieve the
‘Complete’ status for a Check, all correspondingly defined check items must be fulfilled. Only
when the mandatory data has been specified for the check items, users may confirm a check as
complete by pressing the Confirm button. After confirmation, the check data (i.e. classifications
and/or documents) will also be visible in the respective Portfolio editor tabs.

Reappraisal
Another important option is the reappraisal of checks that allows specifying different data for the
check items for a different timespan. For example, if a client’s risk capacity is classified as conservative in one year and in the next year the client wishes more growth in portfolio, the classification must be changed accordingly. The respective check can be reappraised to specify check data
as per the new requirement.
Only confirmed checks can be reappraised. When a reappraisal is created, a copy of the check with
a new start date is added to the list. Once the reappraisal is confirmed as complete, it becomes
effective as of the new start date. The original check will be valid until a day before the new start
date.

3.1.2

Checklists in Allocare WEB

Checklists can also be managed via Allocare WEB. See details in section 7.1 Checklists.

3.2

Investment Proposal (IP)

Given the complexity of investment management, composing comprehensive proposal documents and
managing feedbacks is an intricate task. A major enhancement in release 19.9 aims at assisting the
managers in this area by offering options to perform the following:
 Create investment proposals also with the possibility to include simulated flows (inflow / outflow of money)
 Create investment proposal templates
 Define trading ideas (switch buy and switch sell templates)
 Screen portfolios using a trading idea
Existing investment proposals and templates can be accessed via an investment proposal list th at
allows searching as per a given criteria. New investment proposals and templates can be created
via the respective editors that are introduced briefly in this section. Details will be available in a
separate document (upon request).
Note:

3.2.1

Investment Proposal (IP) is a separately licensed functionality.

Investment Proposal Editor

The Investment Proposal editor is available to define an investment idea for portfolios. The editor
allows selecting the portfolio in consideration, defining orders corresponding to the investment
idea, and analyse the orders via a simulation in the Analysis Tree. An important enhancement is
the possibility to specify a cash amount as money inflow / outflow, define orders with this amount
and simulate. The orders are validated for applicable rules and constraints before eventually generating a report. Lastly, the editor also allows recording the relevant memos and follow-ups (e.g.
discussions with client). All these settings are organized under different tabs in the Investment
Proposal editor.
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Generic settings and descriptions are defined in the General tab. The investment proposal type is
also defined in this tab. The type relates to the main purpose behind a proposal. One of the following can be selected:
 Money Outflow: A proposal that will result in movement of money out of the portfolio.
 New Money: A proposal that will result in movement of money in the portfolio.
The Money Outflow and the New Money types allow simulating orders with (artificial) flows of
money.
 Rebalancing: A proposal for realigning portfolio(s) by buying or selling investments to achieve
a desired level of asset allocation or risk.

Figure 7: Investment Proposal Editor - General Tab

The investment advice is defined as (simulated) orders in the Order tab of the editor. A simulation
of the selected portfolio may be viewed in the Analysis Tree together with the defined orders directly from the tab.
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The following image shows the orders defined in the investment proposal included in the simulation:

Figure 8: Simulated Orders in Analysis Tree

A validation check on the proposed orders as per the applicable order validation rules and the
constraints linked to the portfolio must be discretely performed in the Check tab before generating
the proposal document. If an error is encountered in the check, it has to be rectified, or accepted
with reasoning, before continuing further. Once the check is successful, a report according to the
selected report definition can be generated and viewed in the Report Tab:
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Figure 9: Investment Proposal Report

Investment Proposal Template
Templates allow predefining certain fields for creating investment proposals. A separate editor is
available for this purpose. Permissions can also be applied to the templates.

3.2.2

Trading Idea

Portfolio managers may foresee a certain investment performing well and would want to include it
in their portfolios. A consideration may be replacing an existing investment (or cash) in their portfolios with the new better performing investment. Such a recommendation of acquiring new investments can be defined using the Switch Buy Template. On the contrary, to propose selling of
a possibly less beneficial investment in a portfolio, the Switch Sell Template can be used. The
proposal involves a recommendation on utilizing the amount obtained from the sale (i.e. cash or
investment). Separate editors are available to define both templates in the Allocare AMS Portfolio
application. Following figure shows investments specified for a Switch Buy Template:
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Figure 10: Switch Buy Template - Specifying the Investments

3.2.3

Screen Portfolios

Multiple portfolios can be screened for investments defined in the Switch Buy / Sell templates,
such that for all portfolios where the trading idea is applicable, a corresponding investment proposal will be created. The portfolios for screening can be selected in the portfolio list and right clicked to access the Screen Portfolios option in the context-menu:

Figure 11: Screen Portfolios (Order Sub-Menu in the Portfolio List Context Menu)

After a screening, the investment proposal(s) created are shown in a list, and can be opened in the
editor for detailed viewing. The Order tab will show the orders generated in the process:

Figure 12: Orders Generated by Screening (Order Tab)
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3.3

Notes on Portfolios and Clients

The application comes with another new feature that allows users to add notes to portfolios or client
about any activity. A client visit, a communication via email / letter or a memo regarding an unresolved issue are some examples of such activities. A note has the option to set a follow up date and
to include a related document. Notes can be viewed via the Note List (Edit│Note List). The Search
dialog allows finding the required notes by providing respective parameters:

Figure 13: Search Note Dialog

Figure 14: Note List
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By pressing the Add button a Note editor appears for entering the information on a note:

Figure 15: Add Note to Portfolio

Alternatively, notes may also be added to portfolios or clients directly from the respective lists.
The context menu in the portfolio and legal entity lists includes a Note option to Add or View notes
directly from the lists:

Figure 16: Adding Notes to Client from Legal Entity List
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3.4

Notes on Orders and Investment Proposals

Notes can also be defined for orders via a new Note tab available in the order editors. The Note tab
is also available for investment proposals. This tab allows recording the relevant information related to the order or the investment . Documents may also be attached to notes.

Figure 17: Note Tab in Order Editor

The types of notes (e.g. Memo, Approval, Visit etc.) can be extended as per the business needs in
the Code Values editor (Note Type category).

3.5

Portfolio Quick Info in Order Editors

In order editors when the mouse cursor is hovered over the Portfolio field, a balloon tip is shown:

Figure 18: Portfolio Quick Info in Order Editors

The balloon tip provides quick information on the portfolio which can be useful, for instance to
verify this information concerning the FIDLEG requirements. The portfolio properties to display
in the balloon tip are configured via a new Code Values category ‘Portfolio Quick Info’:
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Figure 19: Portfolio Quick Info - Code Values Category

3.6

New Investment Types

New standard investment types for Receivables and Payables have been added. These new types
can be used to model accruals.

3.7

New Methods for Gain/Loss Decomposition

The gain/loss of a subportfolio is the sum of its earnings, fees / taxes and other market movements,
minus the service fees (depending on the return policy). The new G/L-D (Gain/Loss Decompostion)
methods show the earnings, fees/ taxes and market movement components contributing to the total
gain / loss amount of a subportfolio:
 G/L-D Earnings: This method calculates the total gain / loss due to earnings (dividends, interests etc.) of a subportfolio over a period expressed in the reference currency.
 G/L-D Fees/Taxes: This method calculates the total gain / loss due to fees and taxes of a subportfolio over a period expressed in the reference currency. All fees and taxes are considered
irrespective of the return policy.
 G/L-D Market Movements: This method calculates the total gain / loss due to the difference
in price of a subportfolio over a period expressed in the reference currency.
Service Fees charged on the subportfolio differs with the return policy in effect, and can be displayed using the respective method (already available in the application).

3.8

Transaction Cost Calculator

The transaction cost calculator has been enhanced to include new parameters for the selection criteria definition via the DPF. These new parameters allow using portfolio classifier and legal entity
custodian for the selection.

Portfolio Classifier
Two new parameters ‘@cdLEPfoClassifierCode’ and ‘@txPfoClassificationCode’ are available to
filter the transaction cost calculation based on a portfolio classifier and one or more classifications
separated by semicolon (;).

Legal Entity Custodian
Two new parameters ‘@cdLECustodianExclude’ and ‘@txLECustodianCode’ are available for
configuring the custodians for transaction cost calculation.
One or more legal entity custodian codes can be entered in the column @txLECustodianCode separated by a semicolon (;). @cdLECustodianExclude allows associating a fee policy to the custodian
codes defined in the column @txLECustodianCode, using the following entries:
Release Information 19.9
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 N or blank: Specifies that the fee is applicable to the custodian codes defined in @txLECustodianCode.
 Y: Specifies that the fee is applicable to all custodians except the ones defined in @txLECustodianCode.

3.9

Usability

The following enhancements have been made in continuation of the usability initiative:

Legal Entity List
A new column ‘User’ is available in the list. It shows the Database Username of the legal entity
(as specified in the User tab of the Legal Entity editor).

Constraint List
The following new columns are available in the constraint list: Description, Status, Inactive Date
and Container.

Search by Internal ID
It is now possible to search the legal entities and transactions by internal ID. This new feature is
similar to the existing search by internal ID for portfolios and investments .
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4.

Allocare AMS Reports

4.1

New Composition Modules

4.1.1

Gain & Loss Status

The new Gain & Loss Status module shows the gain / loss (TWR Contrib Total) amount based on
its realized/unrealized earnings, expenses and accrued interest changes. Several grouping and aggregation levels are supported in this module based on the derived attributes and/or derived movements.

Figure 20: Gain & Loss Status

4.1.2

Balance Statement

The new Balance Statement module shows the start and end balance for a given period with transactions of a position. It explains how positions and/or categories have changed as a result of transactions within the period. It offers the possibility to aggregate positions up to three grouping levels
(incl. investment level).
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Figure 21: Balance Statement (Securities)

Figure 22: Balance Statement (Cash)
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4.2

Miscellaneous

 Regional Settings: Regional settings (date, time and number formats) can be defined now for
reports.
 Paper Formats: A new output profile value ‘PaperFormat’ is available. A4 or Letter formats
can be selected via the new profile.
 PDF Library: A new version of the PDF library (dynapdf4.dll) is now deployed.
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5.

Allocare AMS Administration

5.1

New Rights

 Several new function and access rights to control usage of Allocare AMS Administration are
now available. With an appropriate configuration of these rights, users may now run Allocare
AMS Administration without being a System-wide Security Officer or Database Owner. Modification possibilities are limited in this case. It is also possible to configure support users that
can read the complete security information without being able to change anything.
 New rights have been added in regard to investment proposals. Users can be explicitly aut horized to create, update, delete or read the proposals, modify notes and update status.
 New rights have also been added for discretely regulating the usage of checks, checklists and
templates.

5.2

Auto Create Statistics

Auto Create Statistics is an SQL Server Configuration setting that must be switched on for SQL
Server 2016 and onwards. The SQL Server Query Optimiser has been significantly extended to use
much more sophisticated algorithms to determine the optimal data access path. Besides optimal
index statistics, it uses the histogram of column statistics. This option triggers the creation of the
column statistics automatically.

6.

Allocare AMS Integration

6.1

Allocare General Data Feed (GDF)

Following new options have been added to P14 (Model Portfolio/Benchmark Allocation)
 An option to truncate the previous allocation
 An option to include all inactive investments irrespective of the inactivation date

6.2

FXall (Refinitiv)

For efficient FX Trading it is now possible to send orders directly to FXall (Refinitiv). This enables
users to automate the trade lifecycle from end-to-end, saving processing and management time. A
new FIX based interface to FXall has been developed for order staging and execution processing.
FX spots, forwards, swaps and options can be traded via this interface.
Note:

6.3

FXall is a separately licensed functionality.

DTCC (Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation)

To improve straight-through-processing (STP) and to simplify the customer settlement processing
an interface between Allocare AMS and the DTCC-CTM Message Translation Interface (MTI) has
been developed. This provides a file-based method of submitting allocations to CTM for subsequent matching with broker/dealer side allocations. The broker/dealer confirmations are then received and mirrored immediately in the Allocare application(s).
Note:

DTCC is a separately licensed functionality.
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7.

Allocare WEB

7.1

Checklists

Checklists assist users in managing the classification or documentation obligations of a portfolio
or legal entity. The checklists defined and linked in the Allocare AMS Portfolio application can
also be managed via Allocare WEB. The Checklists menu option opens the Checklist Search page.
The checklists or checks can be searched by providing the corresponding parameters:

Figure 23: Checklist Search in Allocare WEB

Links to the checklist or the check open the detail page with options to edit, confirm and reappraise
checks:

Figure 24: Checklist Details in Allocare WEB
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7.2

Portfolio Information Summary

A new grid component that can use patterns is now available for composing Portfolio Information
Summary.

Figure 25: Information Summary by Asset Category

7.3

Page Numbers in PDF Export

PDF documents generated from Allocare WEB show the total number of pages (Page n of m) in
the footer of each page.

Figure 26: Page Number in PDF Footer
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8.

System Requirements

8.1

Operating Systems

Allocare AMS Release 19.9 supports the following operating systems for workstations:


Windows 10



Windows 8 and Windows 8.1



Windows 7 (Service Pack 1)

Allocare AMS Release 19.9 supports the following server operating systems running Microsoft
SQL Server or Internet Information Services:


Windows Server 2016



Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012 R2



Windows Server 2008 R2 (Service Pack 1 required for SQL Server installation)

8.2

Database Management Systems

Allocare AMS Release 19.9 supports the following database management systems:


Microsoft SQL Server 2016 (Service Pack 1)



Microsoft SQL Server 2014 (Service Pack 1)



Microsoft SQL Server 2012 (Service Pack 3)



SQL Server Native Client 10.0 and 11.0

8.3

Web Servers

Allocare WEB Release 19.9 will run on Microsoft IIS 7.0 up to 10.0.


ASP.NET 4.5 (Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5 is required).

Note:

8.4

Microsoft IIS versions lower than 8.0 will not be supported from Allocare AMS release 20.3 onwards. In addition, Windows Server 2012 will be a minimum requirement from release 20.3.

Web Browsers

Allocare WEB Release 19.9 supports the following web browsers 1:


Microsoft Internet Explorer - version 8



Microsoft Edge (Windows 10) - version 12



Firefox - version 25



Chrome - version 37



Safari 11 on Macintosh - version 8

1

Only the minimum supported versions noted here.
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8.5

Installation Requirements

The following information is for people responsible for the installation of the Allocare AMS application.

8.5.1

Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable

A required prerequisite to run the Allocare AMS application suite is Microsoft Visual C++ 2017
Redistributable – 14.12.2581.0 which must be available on a client machine.
It will be automatically installed when using the Setup executable provided on the installation CD.
When the Setup executable is not used the redistributable has to be installed manually or the files
have to be copied from the CD.

8.5.2

Universal C Runtime

A second required prerequisite is the Update for Universal C Runtime in Windows (KB2999226).
Microsoft Visual C++ Redistributable installation also includes this update and therefore no further installation step is required.
When Allocare AMS is installed by copying all files from the installation CD, this update must be
installed on the system manually (if not already installed by the Windows Update).
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9.

Overview of Available Modules

9.1

Standard Modules

Module

Description

Standing Data

Various editors and lists for maintaining the standing data necessary for asset management.

Portfolio Analysis

Analysis Tree and Matrix for analyzing portfolio figures under
different scenarios, constraints, events and more.

Transaction Management

Transaction management features for a multitude of transaction
types.

Performance Measurement

A vast array of methods for measuring portfolio returns.

Constraints

Setup of constraints and monitoring portfolios.

Standard reports

Approximately 30 standard reports covering the basic requirements for portfolio management reporting.

Administration

An administration tool for managing users, groups and other security features.

Executive

A batch tool for automated calculations.

Integration

A tool for the import / export of feed data.

Info

A communication tool enabling exchange of messages between
the users / groups of the same database.

9.2

Add-Ons

Module

Description

Allocare WEB

Web based solution for investors and asset owners to analyse
portfolios anytime and anywhere.

BRM

Breach Management.

Checklists

Managing obligations concerning portfolios or legal entities via
checks.

Constraint Versioning and
4-Eyes-Principle

Managing constraint changes.

Corporate Actions

Automated processing of corporate actions.

Customized
Reporting

a)

Customized reporting in your look & feel based on individual requirements.

FIA

Fixed Income Attribution.

FPV / TSS

Flexible Portfolio Valuation / Time Series Schema.

GIPS

Composite Management.

IP
Legal Constraints

Investment Proposal.
a)

MFC
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Module

Description

MiFID Transaction
Reporting

MiFID II / MiFIR data setup and transaction reporting.

RTV

Real Time Valuation (prices, FX).

Scenario/ Stress Testing
Tax Reporting

a)

Scenario and Stress Testing Analysis.
Tax Reporting for several countries.

TCC

Transaction Cost Calculation (includes Actual/Target Cost Analysis).

TOM

Trade Order Management.

Reporting 2.0

Report customization, composition and design / development
modules.

Value at Risk (VaR)

Value at Risk Analysis (historic, Monte Carlo, RiskMetrics).

9.3

Standard Interfaces

Module

Description

Allocare GDF

Allocare General Data Feed (GDF) is a standard interface to import data and export data from an Allocare AMS Database.

Market Data a)

Interfaces to market data providers (e.g. SIX Financial Information, Bloomberg).

Custodiansa)

Interfaces to more than ten custodians (e.g. State Street, UBS,
Pictet, …) in multiple booking centers.

Ordersa)

Interfaces to Brokers/Trading platforms (e.g. Bloomberg TSOX /
EMSX).

Settlement
Instructions

Instructions for custodians and brokers.

Core Applications a)

Interfaces to Core Banking (e.g. Avaloq) or Investment and Fund
Accounting Systems (e.g. GP3, SAP).

a)

Please contact Allocare Support for latest information on coverage.
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